
Volleyball Frequently Asked Questions 

1: When do Spring leagues start?  We start up April 20, 2020. Leagues run (8) weeks, plus a 

week of playoffs. Playoffs this year will start June 15th and the end of season party will be Friday 

June 19th. The party will include free food and drinks for all players that were in the league. 

2: How much do they cost?   Leagues are $100 for the session, Ref fees are $10/match per team. 

2a. if a team registers for all 3 sessions prior to the start of the spring season they will be 

receive a free fall registration. 

3: What is the format? Teams play three sets to 21 points, if the first two games are split, then the 

third game is win by two, cap at 25. All three are counted toward the team’s overall won/loss 

record. If a specific night has full registration then the third game may be to 15. IF that is the 

case then the third game will always be win by 2 cap at 21. 

4: When are the game times? Matches are at 6,7,8,9,10 

5: Are matches ever cancelled due to weather?  We play in rain, snow, sleet, fog, and sun! We 

may delay by half an hour if there is lightning, but we play through the rain. If there is ever a 

change, captains will be notified. Please do NOT call the restaurant with questions about 

weather! We will post on FB, email the team captains and get the word out. 

6: Does everyone make playoffs? We try to take as many teams as possible for playoffs. The 

number of teams is determined by the court space we have available, so each league is different. 

Playoff information is emailed to captains after the league play is completed. The email used to 

register the team is the email that will receive the information. 

7: What are the levels of play? For tournaments, we have all levels from our popular and strong 

Open Level, to fundraisers that take all levels. For leagues, we have the levels divided into three 

different categories Advanced, Intermediate, and recreational. We try to make the leagues as 

competitive as possible, while having fun. What does this mean when registering your team? 

 Advanced: all players on the court are able to pass, serve, set, and attack at a high level. 

Intermediate: all players on the court are able to pass, serve, set, and attack the ball at a 

level that still needs work but are able to do so while following the basic rules of 

volleyball. 

Recreational: players are playing to enjoy themselves while not necessarily being overly 

competitive. Players need work on the basic skills of volleyball and are trying to learn to 

become better.  

8: Where can I find out standings? Our website is easy to navigate, and you’ll be able to see your 

scores after we enter them. If you have any questions you may email or FB message 



9: Playoff Teams If you play on more than one team, you will have to decide which team is your 

playoff team. Players may play on only one team for playoffs. Teams are not allowed to bring in 

new subs for playoffs. 

10: How many females needed on teams? Trappers requires at least one female on the court at all 

times.  

11. Good Sportsmanship Conduct- if a higher level player is playing on a recreation level team, 

they will have to play as a team player – no jump serves allowed, no hard swings or passing ball 

over on first hit, and serves must be softer. Swearing is not tolerated, and good sportsmanship is 

emphasized. 

12. Still have more questions?  Contact us via email at alex@trapperspizza.com! We will reply 

as quickly as we can, and assist you.  


